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AbstratThe use of semanti knowledge in its various forms has beome an important aspetin managing data in database and information systems. In the form of integrity on-straints, it has been used intensively in query optimization for some time. Similarly, dataintegration tehniques have utilized semanti knowledge to handle heterogeneity for queryproessing on distributed information soures in a graeful manner. Reently, ontologieshave beome a "buzz word" for the semanti web and semanti data proessing. In fat,they play a entral role in failitating the exhange of data between the several soures.In this paper, we present a new approah using ontology knowledge for query proessingwithin a single relational database to extend the result of a query in a semantially mean-ingful way. We desribe how an ontology an be e�etively exploited to rewrite a userquery into another query suh that the new query provides additional meaningful resultsthat satisfy the intention of the user. We outline a set of query transformation rules anddesribe by using a semanti Model the neessary riteria to prove their validity.Keywords: Databases, Ontologies, Semanti Knowledge, Query Proessing1 IntrodutionSemanti knowledge in its various forms inluding meta-models and integrity onstraints is beomingan important aspet in managing data in database management and information systems: Semantiquery optimization tehniques have emerged in the 90s to omplement the traditional approahes toreduing proessing osts and to overoming the heterogeneity problem in a distributed proessingenvironment [7, 12, 3, 1℄. Here, semanti rules about the data suh as integrity onstraints are the basisfor reformulating user queries into more eÆient, but semantially equivalent queries, whih returnthe same answer in less time or with less resoures. There are also several mehanisms in knowledgedatabases that use semanti knowledge from a set of intentional knowledge inluding dedution rules,generalized rules and onept hierarhies in order to provide an "intelligent answer" for queries."Intelligently answering" a query refers to providing the user with intentional answers in additionto the data (fats) as answers. These answers inlude some generalized, neighborhood or assoiatedinformation that haraterizes the data results [10℄. Moreover, the intentional knowledge is stored inthe database; thus the user an retrieve this additional knowledge as well.In reent years, semanti knowledge in the form of ontologies has proven to be a powerful supportfor the tehniques used for managing data. Ontologies promise solutions to the problems of semantiinteroperability and data heterogeneity in querying distributed databases. An ontology might be used
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to apture the semanti ontent of eah soure and unify the semanti relationships between their datastrutures suh as the attribute properties and relation names. Thus, users should not are aboutwhere and how the data are organized in the soures. For this reason, systems like OBSERVER [16℄and TAMBIS [20℄ allow users to formulate their queries over an ontology without diretly aessingthe data soures. Sine the ontology de�nes the set of terms to be used in a query, the users must befamiliar with the ontent of the ontology. However, using a large ontology to navigate and to seletappropriate terms auses many diÆulties. In our approah, the user does not have to deal withthe ontology diretly; he an formulate his queries over the database as usual. In this ase, it is theresponsibility of the query proessor to reformulate the query using the ontology assoiated with thatdatabase.On the other hand, ontologies might enhane the funtionality of the searh engines on the web byadding semantis to the information ontent of web pages. Ontologies are used to de�ne the meaning ofthe terms emerging on the web pages and these an be used to make inferenes to get more informationrelated to the objets of interest [2℄.In this paper, we present a new approah using ontologies for query proessing within a single relationaldatabase management system. We assume that a preexisting ontology is assoiated with a databaseand provides the ontext of its objets. We show how an ontology an be exploited e�etively toreformulate a user query suh that the resulting query provides additional meaningful results meetingthe intention of the user. A query an be de�ned by a set of projetions over the objets satisfyinga set of onditions. These onditions are de�ned by a set of terms and determine the answer. If auser wants to retrieve information from a database about a ertain objet, he might use terms, whihdo not exatly math the database values (due to the mismath between the user's and the databasedesigner's world views). However, there might be values in the database that are syntatially di�erentfrom one another but semantially equivalent to the user terms and that express the same intention ofthe user. Wee address this issue as a semanti problem rather than as a pattern mathing problem. Wede�ne two terms as semantially equivalent if they have the same meaning, i.e. they de�ne the sameonept with respet to the ontology. For example, if two terms are synonyms, they are semantiallyequivalent. As a result, if we onsider semantis in query proessing, the number of results for thetransformed query might inrease or derease. In both ases the user reeives an answer that isfurther satisfying his expetations. For example, if two terms are synonyms, they are semantiallyequivalent. As a result, if we onsider semantis in query proessing, the number of results for thetransformed query might inrease or derease. In both ases the user reeives an answer that is furthersatisfying his expetations. For example, let us assume that a user intends to query a database ofproduts to get some information about the produt "omputer". Thus, the user will not obtain all therelated instanes from the database unless he know in advane that the database ontains additionalvalues that are semantially synonyms for "omputer" suh as "alulator" or "data proessor". Byonsidering these terms in the query the user will get more results from the database.We use an ontology as a semanti layer over a database to desribe the semanti relationships betweenthe database values in order to transform user queries to other meaningful queries. To this end, a set oftransformation rules must be developed taking into aount possible mappings between the databaseand the ontology ontent. We assume the preexistene of an ontology assoiated with the database;but we point out its main features to �t the semantis of the database and assert the validity of suhrules. Therefore, we develop a semanti model and basi riteria like orretness and ompleteness.Our approah an be appropriate for the databases where some attributes are enumerated from a listof terms. For example, in produt databases, the produt items are desribed aording to a olletionof standard terms [19℄. These terms are organized in taxonomies.The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In setion 2 we disuss some preliminaries. Insetion 3, we present the problem by means of an example. In setion 4, we illustrate our approah.In setion 5, we desribe a semanti model to validate this approah ,and in setion 6 we reah ouronlusion. 2
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2 Preliminaries2.1 OntologyNowadays, the term "Ontology" or "ontologies" is intensively used in arti�ial intelligene andinformation systems areas. However, there is no lear de�nition of what an ontology is. Often, we �ndin the literature de�nitions that are general or tailored aording to the domain where the appliationis developed. The term "Ontology" is sometime used as a synonym for other terms suh as "ControlledVoabulary", or "Taxonomy", or "Knowledge Base". This is due to the overlapping of some ommonfeatures of these onepts. Sine it is not the goal of this paper to disuss the de�nition of an ontology,we �rst give our own de�nition of this notion and then a short omparison with other similar notions.Readers, who are interested in the di�erent meanings of "Ontology" are referred to [8, 9, 17, 4℄.Informally, we de�ne an ontology as an intentional desription of what's known about the essene of theentities in a partiular domain of interest using abstrations, also alled onepts and their relationships. Basially, the hierarhial organization assoiated to the onepts through the inheritane ("ISA")relationship onstitutes the bakbone of an ontology. Other kinds of relationship like the aggregation("PartOf") or Synonym ("SynOf") or appliation spei� relationships might exist.The term "Controlled Voabularies" (CVs) is ommonly used in the �eld of linguistis, to mean a setof standardized terms with ommonly agreed semantis for a spei� domain within user ommuni-ate [14℄. A speial kind of a ontrolled voabulary is a thesaurus . A ommon feature of an ontologyand a thesaurus is that they ontain a large set of speial terms onerning a ertain domain andprovide a lear understanding of their meanings. Furthermore, both an ontology and a thesaurus userelationships among the terms to represent these meanings. However, most of the relationships used ina thesaurus are di�erent from those used in an ontology. In addition, they are usually ambiguous andless spei�ed. For example, the relationships Broader Term (BT) and Narrower Term (NT) indiatingthat a term has broader meaning than another term and vise versa, indiate sometimes the speial-ization and the part-whole aspets at the same time [21℄. Moreover, suh inverse relationships are notexpliitly represented in an ontology. Finally, a thesaurus deals with terms whereas an ontology dealswith onepts but uses terms to represent these onepts. In general, a onept is not a word andit is not spei� to a given natural language [13℄. Thesaurus are dependent upon a spei� naturallanguage (or multiple language in ase of Multilanguage thesaurus).The term "Taxonomy" refers the lassi�ation of entities, whether they are terms or objets, in ahierarhial struture aording to the sub/super lass paradigm. Thus, there is only one type ofrelationship relating these entities, namely the ISA-relationship. For this reason, if we redue thetypes of relationships in an ontology to only the ISA-types to represent onepts, the ontology will beequivalent to a taxonomy.Moreover, the use of the term "Ontology" an be onfused with the use of the term "KnowledgeBase". A knowledge base for the AI-ommunity onsists of two parts: A terminology Box, alled"T-Box" and an assertions Box, alled "A-Box" . The T-Box omprises a set of onepts and theirde�nitions. It inludes usually a taxonomy of terms related to eah other with ISA-relationships.The A-Box omprises a set of instanes of these onepts, alled the universe of disourse, and a setof assertions between them. The ommon feature of Ontologies and knowledge bases is that bothrepresent knowledge. However, knowledge bases provide in addition instanes, for whih knowledgeis applied and inferred. Thus, if we redue a knowledge base to the T-Box, we an say that the anontology is equivalent to the resulting knowledge base."What does an ontology look like?" and "How an it be reated?" still remain struggling topis forresearhers but what they all agree upon is that an ontology must play the following role: An ontologymust provide knowledge in the form of onise and unambiguous onepts and their meanings. Thisknowledge an be shared and reused from di�erent agents i.e. human or/and mahines.3
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2.2 Graphial Representation of an OntologyIn this setion, we introdue a graph based representation of an ontology and set the assoiated graphoperations. We agree that The graphial representation is more appropriate than the text based onefound in the literature [13℄. This representation onveys the properties of an ontology in a simple,lear and strutured model.Formal representation. Formally, we de�ne an ontology as a set �= f1; : : : ; ng and a set < =f"ISA"; "SynOf"; "PartOf"g where i 2 � is a onept name, and ri 2 < is the type of the binaryrelation relating two onepts (i and ri are non-null strings). Other domain spei� types an alsoexist. In the literature, the word "onept" is frequently used as a synonym for the word "oneptname". Hene, for the design of an ontology only one term is hosen as a name for a partiular onept[24℄. Further, we onsider that the terms "onept" and "onept name" have the same meaning.We represent an ontology as a direted graph G(V;E) (DAG) where V is a �nite set of verties andE is a �nite set of edges: Eah vertex of V is labeled with a onept and eah edge of E representsthe relation between two onepts. Formally, the label of a node n 2 V is de�ned by a funtionN(n) = i 2 � that maps n to a string from �. The label of an edge e 2 E is given by a funtion T (e)that maps e to a string from <.Finally, an ontology is given by the set O = fG(V;E); �;<; N; Tg.Figure 1 gives an example of a graph representation of a seleted portion from the ontology "Produt".A part of this ontology is adopted from an ontology desribed in [11℄.Graph operations. In order to navigate the ontology graph, we de�ne the following primitive oper-ations: ISAChild, PartOfChild, ISAParent, and PartOfParent and two sets of onepts: DESC andSY Ns. We need these operations and sets to identify nodes in the graph, whih hold onepts thatare of interest for a query manipulation.Given two nodes n1= node(1) and n2= node(2)� n2 = ISAChild(n1) i� n2 = hild(n1) and T[(n1,n2)℄ = "ISA"� n2= PartOfChild(n1) i� n2= hild(n1) and T[(n1,n2)℄ = "PartOf"� n2 = ISAParent(n1) i� n2= parent(n1) and T[(n1,n2)℄ = "ISA",� n2 = PartOfParent(n11) i� n2= parent(n1) and T[(n1,n2)℄ = "PartOf"� n2= SynOf(n1) i� T[(n1,n2)℄ = "SynOf"� DESC(r; ) = fs 2 � j 8e 2 E ^ e 2 P (node()� node(s)) ^ T (e) = rg� SY Ns() = fs 2 � j 8e 2 E ^ e 2 P (node()� node(s)) ^ T (e) = "SynOf"gInformally, DESC(r; ) gives the set of all onepts in O obtained by retrieving reursively all thelabels of the hildren nodes related with the node of  by following only the links of type r. Similarly,SY Ns() gives the set of all synonyms of  in O. We denote by P (n1�n2) the direted path betweentwo nodes n1 and n2.3 Motivation and Problem StatementData semantis, as de�ned in [22℄, is the meaning of data and the reetion of the real world. Sinedesigners pereive the real world di�erently, there exist more than a single way to represent the existingobjets and their relationships. The real world objets might have omplex strutures and dynamibehaviors. Thus, apturing the semantis ompletely from the real world seems to be impossiblei.e. there does not exist any model whih an de�ne all the aspets of the real world objets. Forexample, relational database systems overome the limitations of the relation model by adding a set4
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PartOf Figure 1: Produt Ontologyof integrity onstraints to maintain data that is onsistent and to provide support for semanti rulessuh as ardinality, ontainment, and type hierarhies [18℄.We believe that a new generation of DBMSs requires additional semanti supports for a exibleand eÆient data management. This inludes failities for data integration, query optimization andmeaningful query proessing. The later problem is addressed in our paper. The basi idea, is to givethe DBMS the ability to deal with the queries both at the semanti as well as the syntati level. Infat, if a user attempts to retrieve information about objets from the database, the answer to hisquery might not meet his expetations. This might be one to the following reasons:First, there might be semanti ambiguities between the terms used in the query and the databasevalues that represent these objets (voabulary problems). In fat, the user's pereption of real worldobjets might not math exatly that of the database designer. Seond, there might be di�erent waysto formulate the query using semanti equivalent terms. We de�ne two sets of terms to be equivalentif their relevant onepts and relationships in the ontology identify the same onept. There mightbe several suh sets. We will speify this de�nition in our future work. Therefore, when the userformulate his query, he might use terms over partially these semantis. Third, some results in theanswer might not be related to the same ontext assoiated with the query. The ontext must bede�ned by the user.Now, we give an example that an illustrate these reasons and our ideas throughout the paper:We onsider the ontology 'Produt' given in �gure 1, denoted by O1. This ontology desribes severalproduts. We assume that we have a simple relational database, denoted by DB1, inluding tworelations alled 'Artile' and 'Component'. The relation Artile ontains a set of items desribed by5
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the attributes 'name', 'model' and 'prie'. The relation omponent ontains the parts belonging toeah item. The relational shema of DB1 is the following:ARTICLE(AID, Name, Model, Prie)AID: Artile identi�erName: Name of the artileModel: Model of the artilePrie: Prie of the artilePrimaryKey(AID) COMPONENT (S-Part-ID, M-Part-ID)M-Part-ID: Main part identi�erS-Part-ID: Seond part identi�erForeign-Key(M-Part-ID) TO ARTICLEForeign-Key(S-Part-ID) TO ARTICLEPrimary-Key(S-Part-ID)Suppose, at present, that DB1 ontains the following instanes as shown in the tables 1 and 2.
A-ID Name Model Prie123 Computer IBM 3000 $124 IntelP Toshiba 5000 $125 Notebook Dell 4000 $127 PC Compaq 2500 $128 Produt HP 3000 $129 Monitor Elsa 1000 $135 Keyboard ITT 80 $136 Desktop IBM 1000 $140 MaP Ma 2000 $141 Calulator Siemens 1500 $Table 1: Artile relation

S-Part-ID M-Part-ID123 129123 135123 136124 129124 135124 136125 135127 129127 135127 136128 129128 135128 136140 129140 135140 136141 135Table 2: Component relationWhen a user want to retrieve information about omputers from DB1, he may submit a query thatlooks likeQ1: SELECT * FROM artile WHERE name ='omputer'.In this query, the user intention onerns the objet "omputer". However, aording to the ontologyO1, the onept "omputer" is synonymous with the onepts "data proessor" and "alulator".Furthermore, it has a broader meaning than the speialized onepts "notebook" and "palmtop".Intuitively, the ISA-relationship implies a strong similarity between the general onept and its sub-onepts. Sine the ISA-relationship is transitive, the same argument an be applied to furtherspeialization i.e. "MaPC" and "IntelPC" . The database designer might use any of the speializedterms to speify the artile "omputer". If the user does not know these semantis in advane, hewill not obtain all the relevant instanes from DB1. Thus, a meaningful proessing of Q1 has totransform the user query by adding these terms to the query ondition. As onsequene, the resultof the transformed query might be greater than the result of the previous query and satisfy more ofthe user's needs. Note that without a semanti support, like the ontology, it is hard for the DBMSquery proessor to solve suh voabulary ambiguities. In this ase, the ontology provides additionalmeanings for the database values related to a ertain attribute name. These meanings are expressedthrough the relationships between the orresponding onepts. Now, suppose the user wants to getinformation about the artile "PC". His query may look likeQ2: SELECT * FROM artile WHERE name = 'PC'.In this query, the user's intention onerns the objet "PC". Aording to the ontology O1 the onept"PC" is speialized into the onepts "MaPC" and "IntelPC". In addition, following the PartOf-links, a "PC" has three parts: a "desktop" , a "monitor" and " a "keyboard". If we assume, that6
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all the PC-objets in the database must be omposed exatly of these parts and that there do notexist any other objets omposed of these, then we an �nd another way to haraterize the sameobjet "PC" by means of its omponents. With regard to the de�nition mentioned earlier, we ansay that the terms "desktop", "monitor" and "keyboard" an build a new query ondition whih issemantially equivalent to the ondition of Q2. Therefore, it is not surprising that the tuples 123 and128 with attribute names "omputer" and "produt" meet fully the intention of the user. When auser poses a Q2-query to the database DB1, these tuples will ertainly be missed. The DBMS queryproessor has to extend the user query onsidering these semantis in addition to those suggested forthe previous query Q1. Note that in this ase the number of tuples in the answer result will alsoinrease. These examples learly show whih problems we are intended to solve:"How an database queries be transformed using an ontology?""How an these transformations be validated?""How should the ontology look with respet to the database?"Formally, the problem an be stated as follows:Given a database DB, an ontology O and a user query Q, how to �nd a rewriting Q0 of Q by usingO, suh that Q0 returns to the user possibly more or fewer meaningful results than Q.4 Ontology based Query ProessingWe address the problem above and hoose the Domain relational alulus (DRC) formalism to repre-sent user queries of the form Q = fs j (s)g, where s is a tuple variable and  (s) is a formula builtfrom atoms and olletion of operators to be de�ned shortly:The atoms of formulas  (s) are of three types: u 2 R, v � w, and u � t, where R is a relation nameand u, v and w are tuple variables, and t is a onstant. � is an arithmeti omparison operator (=, <and so on). An ourrene of a variable in a formula an be bound or free. Formulas and variables inQ an be also de�ned reursively using the logi operators "^" and "_ (see [23℄)Our approah onsists of three phases: preproessing, exeution and post-proessing phase.In the preproessing phase, we transform a user query into another one based on new terms extratedfrom the ontology assoiated with this database. To this end, a set of transformation rules and ofmapping funtions must exist. The mapping funtions have to map database types suh as relationnames, attribute names and data values to the onepts in the ontology. The transformation rulesmust ontribute to:� Expand the queries by hanging their selet ondition � using terms synonymous with t and theterms speifying its onept. To ahieve this purpose, the ontology must have the apabilitiesof reasoning over the synonym and hyponym relations, and� Substitute the query onditions with other onditions that are semantially equivalent. Buildingsuh rules with respet to the database and the ontology is not an easy task.However, the rules should not be developed aording to ideal alone but they must lead to resultsloser to the user expetations. In addition, we need a semanti model that an reet semantis ofthe transformations made at the syntax level. This might assert the validity of these rules. In thenext setion we propose this model. In the exeution phase, the transformed query is proessed usingavailable query strategies of the system and the result is heked. If the result is empty, we performthe third phase. In the post-proessing phase, we attempt to generate a more generalized answer tothe query. That is, for eah mapped attribute in the query ondition three steps are performed:(1) We substitute its value with the term of the orresponding parent onept by asension of theontology relations one level(2) We exeute the query again. If the answer set is still empty then we ontinue the substitutionproess in step 1 using muh higher level onepts.7
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(3) We repeat step 2 until we �nd tuples in the answer set or no substitution is possible i.e. weahieve the root onept node.5 Semanti ModelGiven an ontology O = fG(V;E); �;<; N; Tg and a database DB. Let U be a set of the attributesA1; : : : ; An where eah attribute domain, dom(Ai), is onsidered �nite. The database shema is de�nedas a set of relation shema R1 ,: : :,Rm where the attributes of eah relation shema belong to U . Theset of attributes that are primary keys is denoted by PRIMKEY (U). Let also U(Ri) be the set ofattributes of U that de�ne the shema of Ri. In addition, let M1 be de�ned as the funtion thatrepresents the mapping of the relation names into the onepts in O, alled relation-onepts ; letM2 be the funtion that represents the mapping of attribute names into the onepts in O, alledattribute-onepts, and letM3 be the funtion that represents the mapping of the attribute values intoonepts in O, alled value-onepts.We propose a semanti model that enables us to validate the syntati transformations of the databasequeries proposed earlier. This model is de�ned as a partiular ontology, denoted O�,whih is anextension of the original ontology O. Additional onepts and relationships are introdued as spei�edbelow. Note that there is no single onsensual methodology for the ontology design [15℄. Thus, wewould not restrit our ontology development to partiular guidelines for the building of the ontology.In fat, the purpose of this work is not to disuss how to develop or integrate an ontology. Theseissues alone are hallenging problems for the researher. For more interests to these topis, readersare reommended to refer to [6, 24℄.Additional ConeptsFor eah relation R of the database new onepts are reated to represent the relation name, itsattributes (expet the primary key attribute) and their domain attribute values unless suh oneptsalready exist in O. In this ase, we adopt the following naming onventions for the onepts:(1) No single term an name two di�erent onepts.(2) The name of an attribute-onept is pre�xed by the name of its relation onept.These onventions are de�ned not only to make the extension of the ontology easier, but also to helpavoid ambiguities in distinguishing onepts. We de�ne the Id-onepts as the set of value-oneptsthat represent the values of the primary-key attributes. We denote by ID the set of nodes labeled byId-onepts. We denote also the new set of relation-onepts, attribute-onepts, and value-oneptsas CRN , CA and CV respetively.Additional RelationshipsBeause new onepts might be reated as desribed above, one needs to link them with the existingonepts and/or with eah other. To this end, additional binary relationships holding new semantisare introdued. The types of these relationships are de�ned as:� ValueOf:This is the type of the relationship that relates eah value-onept to the attribute-onept.Formally, 8Ai 2 U nPRIMKEY (U), 8w 2 dom(Ai), T (node(M3(w)); node(M2(Ai))) = "ValueOf".Note that the ValueOf-relationship has nothing to do with Id-onepts.� HasA:This is the type of the relationship between the relation-onepts and the attribute-onepts.Formally, 8 Ai 2 Ri; Ri 2 DB, T (node(M1(Ri)); node(M2(Ai))) = "HasA".8
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� InstaneOf:This is the type of the relationship that relates the Id-onepts to their orresponding relation-onepts so that 8Ai 2 PRIMKEY (U), Ai 2 Ri and id 2 dom(Ai),T (node(M3(id)); node(M1(Ri))= "InstaneOf" .� TupleVal:TupleVal is de�ned as the type of relationship relating the onepts assoiated with the attributevalues of eah tuple. This relationship is represented in the graph of O� as a direted ar goingout from the Id-onept node to other value-onept nodes assoiated to eah attribute valueof a given tuple.Formally, given a tuple � 2 Ri, � : U ! dom(U), 8 Ai 2 U(Ri), and ID 2 PRIMKEY (Ri),T (node(M3(�(ID)); node(M3(�(Ai))) = "TupleVal".SummaryO� is de�ned as O� = fG�(V;E); ��;<�; N; Tg, where �� = � [ CRN [ CA [ CV ,and <� = < [ f"ValueOf"; "HasA"; "InstaneOf"; "TupleVal"gFigure 2 desribes the semanti model for the produt ontology. For the sake of a good visibility, weredue the graph to some nodes and edges.
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De�nitionsFor the ease of semanti reasoning on the onepts in the ontology graph of O�, we introdue thegraph operator: SeletRel . This operator will be used in the following setions.SeletRel Operator :This operator returns all edge types of the path between two value-onept nodes in G� that areonneted with two other id-nodes via edges of type "TupleVal".Semantially, if two id-nodes are adjaent (there is a ommon edge of type "TupleVal") then thesemanti relationship between the represented onepts an be dedued from the result of the SeletReloperation on these nodes. We assume that the PartOf-relationship semantially dominates the "ISA"one. This means that, if a path between two nodes onsists of edges of types "ISA" and "PartOf" thenthe semanti relationship between the onepts, whih label these nodes, is of type "PartOf". Forexample, if the semanti relationship between two database instanes is of part-whole type then thereexist in O� a "PartOf"-relationship between two value-onepts, whih are related to id-onepts ofthe tuple- identi�er. In other word, the part-whole semanti between two database tuples will bereeted in the semanti model through relevant onept-values. Thus, if we want to know whihsemantis relate the tuple 123 and the tuple 123, we have to operate SeletRel on their orrespondingid-nodes. As a result, we get two types of relations "ISA" and "PartOf". Due to the assumptionabove, we onlude that the objet identi�ed by 129 is part of that objet identi�ed by 123.Formally, let id1, id2 2 ID(G�)SeletRel(G�; id1; id2)= fRi 2 R jRi = T (x; y) ^ 9n1; n2 2 V (G�) ^ T (id1; n1) = "TupleVal"^T (id2; n2) = "TupleVal" ^ [(x; y) 2 P (n1 � n2)_ (x; y) 2 P (ISAChild(n1)� ISAChild(n2))℄g.We denote by jSeletRelPartOf(G�; id1; id2)j the number of "PartOf"-labels returned by the SletReloperator.5.1 Logial Interpretation of the ModelIn this setion, we want to express the semanti model in a logial framework using the First OrderLanguage (FOL) [5℄. The later representation will be useful for formulating the riteria related to oursemanti model. From a logial point of view, O� is a theory �, whih onsists of an Interpretation Iand a set of well formed formulas. I is de�ned by the set of individuals �, alled universe of disourse,and an interpretation funtion �I .Formally, �:I = (�; �I)� = ��ISAI = f(a; b) 2 �2jT (node(a); node(b)) = "ISA"gSY N I = f(a; b) 2 �2jT (node(a); node(b)) = "SynOf"gPARTOF I = f(a; b) 2 �2jT (node(a); node(b)) = "PartOf"gHASAI = f(a; b) 2 �2jT (node(a); node(b)) = "HasA"gV ALUEOF I = f(a; b) 2 �2jT (node(a); node(b)) = "ValueOf"gINSTANCEOF I = f(a; b) 2 �2jT (node(a); node(b)) = "InstaneOf"gTUPLEVALI = f(a; b) 2 �2jT (node(a); node(b)) = "TupleVal"gWHOLEI = fa 2 �j8b1b2: ISA(a; b1) ^ ISA(a; b2) ^ PARTOF (b1; )! PARTOF (b2; )gHASPART I = fa 2 �j8b9p: ISA(a; b)! PARTOF (b; p)gKeyI = fa 2 �j9b:T (node(a); node(b)) = "instaneOf"g8x: ISA(x; x)8x: SY N(x; x)8x: PARTOF (x; x)8xyz: ISA(x; y) ^ ISA(x; z)! ISA(x; z) 10
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8x:y SY N(x; y)$ SY N(y; x)8xyz: SY N(x; y) ^ SY N(x; z)! SY N(x; z)8xyz: SY N(x; y) ^ SY N(x; z)! SY N(x; z)8xyz: PARTOF (x; y) ^ PARTOF (x; z)! PARTOF (x; z)8xy 9z: TUPLEVAL(x; y)! INSTANCEOF (x; z)8xy 9 z: V ALUEOF (x; y)! HASA(z; y)8xyz: V ALUEOF (y; z) ^ ISA(x; y)! V ALUEOF (x; z)8xyz: V ALUEOF (y; z) ^ SY N(x; y)! V ALUEOF (x; z)8xyz: 9 w: INSTANCEOF (x; y) ^HASA(y; z)! TUPLEVAL(x;w) ^ V ALUEOF (w; z)8xyz: ISA(x; y) ^ SY N(y; z)$ ISA(x; z)8xyz: ISA(x; z) ^ SY N(x; y)$ ISA(y; z)8xyz: PARTOF (x; y) ^ SY N(x; z)$ PARTOF (z; y)8xyz: PARTOF (x; y) ^ SY N(y; z)$ PARTOF (x; z)8xyz: PARTOF (x; y) ^ ISA(y; z)$ PARTOF (x; z)8xyz: WHOLE(x) ^ ISA(x; y) ^ PARTOF (y; z)$ PARTOF (x; z)8xy COMMONPART (x; y)$ 8z1z2ISA(x; z1)^ISA(x; z2)^WHOLE(z1)^WHOLE(z2)^ PARTOF (z1; y)^PARTOF (z2; y)5.2 Corretness and Completeness CriteriaWe de�ne two riteria, orretness and ompleteness, for the validation of the transformation rules.The basi idea underlying these riteria is that, if we reet any syntax transformation of the queryon the semanti level it must be orret i.e. it will not violate the semanti model. Symmetrially,the semanti model is de�ned as omplete if the mapping of onepts, whih represent the result ofthe transformed query, are reeted by the database i.e. the orresponding values in the database arestored onsistently.To de�ne formally these riteria, we need the following preliminary de�nitions:De�nition 1: An attribute A of U is said to be overed by O, if eah value of its domain is representedby a onept in O.Formally, 8 x 2 dom(A); 9  2 � jM3(x) = De�nition 2: A relation R is said to be partially overed by O, if there exist an attribute A of Rwhih is overed by O.De�nition 3: Two id-onepts id1 and id2 are said to be semantially dependent if and only ifSeletRel(G�; node(id1); node(id2)) 6= �Corretness CriterionFormally, An extended ontology O� is said to be a orret model for a relation R if and only if:8id1; id2 2 dom(ID) , ID 2 PRIMKEY (R), and i1 =M3(id1) and i2 =M3(id2)(1) IF T (node(i1); node(i2)) = "TupleVal"THEN i1 and i2 are semantially dependent,and(2) IF jSeletRelPartOf(G�; node(i1); node(i2))j 6= ;THEN jSeletRelPartOf(G�; node(i1); node(i2))j = 1The intuition behind the �rst ondition, is that if two database tuples are related to eah other, thenthere exist in O� at least one semanti relationship between the two value-onepts assoiated totwo attribute values of the tuples. For example, if we examine the semanti model of the produtontology (see �gure 2), then we dedue that the relation between the tuples 123 and 129 (see relation11
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omponent) is reeted by the semanti relationship of the onepts "omputer" and "monitor". Thatis, the objet 129 is part of the objet 123.The intuition behind the seond ondition, is that only a PartOf-relation level is allowed for all thedatabase instanes i.e. if item A is part of item B and item B is part of item C than the databasedoes not store expliitly the relation: Item A is part of item C.Completeness CriterionThe extended ontology O� is omplete if and only if:(1) 8id1avp: Key(id1)^TUPLEV AL(id; av)^WHOLE(av)^PARTOF (av ; p)! 9 id2Key(id2)^TUPLEVAL(id1; id2) ^ TUPLEVAL(id2; p),and(2) 8id1avp 9id2 Key(id1)^ TUPLEVAL(id; av)^HASPART (av)^COMMONPART (av; p)!Key(id2) ^ TUPLEVAL(id1; id2) ^ TUPLEVAL(id2; p)are satis�ed.Axiom (1) denotes that eah deomposition of a onept in the ontology must reet the same deom-position for the assoiated values in the database instane. In this ase, the deomposition is said tobe mandatory for the database instanes. For example, eah instane of the Database DB1 where theartile name is "PC" should have a "desktop", "monitor" and "keyboard" instane. In addition, theondition asserts when the PartOf-relationship is transitive with respet to the ISA-relationship. Aonept, say B, is a part of a onept, say A, if B is a part of all the sub-onepts of A. For example,the onept "monitor" is a part of the onept "PC" beause it's a part of both onepts "MaPC"and "IntelPC", whih are sub-onepts of "PC".Axiom (2) denotes that if all the sub-onepts of a onept, say A, have a ommon part onept, sayP, then eah database instane reeting A must be minimally related to an instane, whih reetsP. For example, suppose that the onept "palmtop" does not exit in the ontology "Produt". Thus,for eah tuple of the database where the artile name is "omputer" must be related to another tuplewhere the artile name is "keyboard".SummaryBased on the riteria above a database instane is onsistent with respet to an ontology O if(1) O� is a orret model for the database, and(2) O� is a omplete model for the database.5.3 Example of a Transformation RuleNow, we present a possible transformation rule and illustrate its validation using our proposed semantimodel. This will help illustrating the basi ideas of our approah in this paper.intuitively, this rule derive terms from the ontology, whih are synonymous with terms used in thequery onditions and other terms that speialize them. The query example Q1 in the setion 3 isrelated to this rule.Formally, let D be the set of domain attributes of a database, t0 2 D, and 0 2 O.IF Q = f(x1; : : : ; xn) j (x1; : : : ; xn) 2 R ^ xi�t0g and M3(t0) = 0THEN Q0 = f(x1; : : : ; xn) j (x1; : : : ; xn) 2 R ^ [(xi�t0) _ (xi�t1) _ : : : _ (xi�tm)℄g12
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where tk 2 I0 [ I1; 1 5 k 5 m = jI0 [ I1jI0 = ft 2 D jM3(t) 2 DESCisA(0)g, andI1 = ft 2 D jM3(t) 2 SY Ns();  2 I0gWe note that this rule might inrease the result set, say SQ, provided by Q. This augmentation is notarbitrary but it is proved by the semanti model O� assoiated with the database: Aording to O�,the tuple identi�er of SQ are represented by id-onepts, whih are linked with value-onepts, andthe relation-onept through TupleVal and InstaneOf-relationship, respetively. Formally, this setis given by the following:
BT = fx j W (x)g= fx j TUPLEVAL(x;AV ) ^ INSTANCEOF (x;RN )! V ALUEOF (AV ; AN )g,where x is a variable and AV , AN , and RN are onstants. O� interprets the rule as the existene ofadditional value-onepts, whih are semantially related to those representing terms in the onditionof the query Q. We all the id-onepts, whih are related to the later ones virtual tuple-onepts andthe semanti relationship between them DrivedTupleVal. Formally, this type of relationship an beexpressed by a prediate DRIV EDTUPLEVAL as follows:W 0(x) : 8x 9 z DRIV EDTUPLEVAL(x; y)! TUPLEV AL(x; z) ^ [ISA(AV ; z) _ SY N(AV ; z)℄.We denote by 
V T , the set of virtual tuple-onepts and express it as follows:
V T = fx j 9 z DRIV EDTUPLEVAL(x; z)g.As a result, if we unify the sets 
BT with 
V T , we get then a set of individuals from �, whihrepresents id-onepts of the result of the query Q0 . We denote this set by 
.Formally,
 = 
BT [ 
V T
 = fx j 9 z TUPLEVAL(x; z) ^ INSTANCEOF (x;RN ) ! V ALUEOF (z; AN ) ^ [ISA(AV ; z)_SY N(AV ; z)℄g.6 Conlusion and OutlookToday, Database management systems fae hallenging problems in dealing with the huge amount ofdata and the variety of its format. Thus, urrent database systems not only need additional supportsfor manipulating data but also for understanding its meaning. Semanti knowledge in its various formsbeome a neessary tool for enhaning the usefulness and exibility of data management, espeially inintegrating data from multiple soures and in optimizing the queries. In fat, this makes the databaseaware of the semantis of its stored values and thus provides better ways to answer a query request.Conventional database querying does not always provide answers to users, whih fully meet theirexpetations. One of the reasons, is that the query is treated at only the syntatial level.In this paper, we have presented an approah for the query proessing that proesses the queryat both the syntatial and the semantial level. Our approah allows to generate answers, whihontain enough informative and meaningful results for the user. We use the ontology as a semantitool for proessing data in a single database management system. We have showed how an we apturesemantis between database objets and use them for reformulating the user queries. We have outlinedthe basi features of the rules that allow these reformulations. Then we presented a semanti modeland the basi riteria to validate any transformations made at the syntatial level.Our approah an be appropriate for the databases where some attributes are enumerated from a listof terms. For example, in produt databases, the produt items are desribed aording to a olletionof standard terms [19℄.Currently, we are developing a set of transformation rules for use in relational database systems.Although these rules might not be ideal, we hope that they an bring more insight into the nature of13
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query answers. We believe that using ontologies for managing data will provide meaningful informationto answer a database query.In the future, we will investigate how to use ontologies to generate knowledge answers whih areompat and intuitive for the user and desribe the harateristis of the query results.

14
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